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tion, to some extent on the Italian model, under the influence of
a half-Italian Frenchwoman, the Marquise de Rambouillet, who
received at her house in Paris both writers and people about the
court. She took pains to improve the manners and language of
the nobles, who often continued to use the incorrect mode of
speech and coarse jests of soldiers even at court. For more than
thirty years the Hotel de Rambouillet, as this lady's house was
called, was the centre of a refined society where conversation
became an exquisite pleasure and the training-school for French
wit. Men learnt there to analyse the feelings which are the motive
force of social relations, especially those of love, to define more
clearly the words used to express them, to distinguish fine shades
of meaning and choose the most fastidious and pleasing forms of
speech. This social discipline took shape under the guidance of
ladies, who, while desirous of pleasing, took pains to impose the
observance of the proprieties and give their circle an air of dis-
tinction, themselves assuming the name of prfaieuses (in allusion
to their choice ideals). They lent conversation a tone adapted to
their tastes and range of information. Being ignorant of Latin
and taking no interest in the practical arts, they eliminated from
it all that smacked of the schools or the workshop - pedantic
forms, Latin quotations, and technical terms, They brought to it
a natural aptitude for psychological observation, a subtle wit, and
t an easy flow of speech; they made gallantry the ordinary subject
* of conversation and literature. Thus they founded once and for
all the characteristically French art of conversation.
Men of letters lent the ladies their assistance in turning the
French language into an instrument adapted to the requirements
of a refined and subtle society. The French Academy, a gathering
of men of the world and writers converted by Richelieu into an
official body, adopted as its mission the purification of the language
from foreign words and from the provincial expressions introduced
by the country nobility, especially from the Gascons, and laid down
fixed usages by means of rules. It was in this spirit that it set to
work on its Dictionary of the French language.
This work was inspired by the ideas of Malherbe, who was
admired as the reformer of poetry, and by the Remarques sur la
loftgitt frangaise (Observations on the French Language), written by
Vaugelas, an amateur grammarian. The task was to purify the
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